Instructions for teachers.

- This task can be assigned to the students in different weeks to recycle the target vocabularies or linkers.

1. Put the students in to pairs or groups of three depending on the class size.
2. Set their tasks. Preparing multiple choice fill in the gap worksheet with around 10 target words or linkers depending on the objectives of the level.
3. Give feedback on the sentences that the students write.
4. Set the second task. Preparing a kahoot quiz by using the fill in the gap exercise. Show them how to prepare a kahoot quiz in a few minutes.
5. Check the kahoot layout before using it as a whole class activity.

Instructors for students

1. Prepare fill in the gap exercises using the words/linkers assigned you with your partner or group members.
2. Send it to your teacher as a word document with the answer key.
3. Edit your task according to your teacher’s feedback.
4. Prepare a kahoot quiz to use it with your other classmate.
5. When the quiz is ready send the link to your teacher.